Welcome
NDIA-IPW Roundtable with RADM Becker will be held at NIWC Pacific, Bldg A33
1300-1400, 4 March 2020

LOCATION: Naval Information Warfare Center (NIWC Pacific), Bldg A33, Room 2028
NIWC Pacific Command Reception Desk: (619) 553-2717

ACCESS: Please send your visit request through JPAS to NIWC Pacific –
SMO number is 660015

NIWC PACIFIC SAN DIEGO CA
CODE 83320 (PL-TS)
POC: TAMMY LIM, office: (619) 553-2721; cell: 619-300-6083
49275 ELECTRON DR
SAN DIEGO, CA 92152-5435
Tammy.lim@navy.mil
FAX: (619) 553-6169

For guests that possess a military ID, retired military ID or a Common Access Card (CAC) please follow
the directions to go directly to the NIWC Pacific Badge Office at Topside, Bldg A27 (at 49275 Electron
Drive, San Diego CA 92152) to pick up a temporary badge for entry into the facility. You may then proceed
directly to the NIWC Pacific main gate and to the meeting location in Bldg A33 (see map on page 2)

For guest that do not possess a military ID, retired military ID or a Common Access Card (CAC), please
follow the procedures below for vetting. (Note: Vetting information is good for 6 months only.)

If you encounter any issues in advance or on 4 March, pls call our POC: Tammy Lim, cell: 619-300-6083.

Vetting Process
If you do not possess a military ID, retired military ID or a CAC, in addition to sending your visit request, a
SECNAV 5512 form must also be provided. The processing of the 5512 takes approximately two
weeks so it is recommended that you submit the information soonest to ensure adequate time for processing. Fax
your SECNAV 5512 form to (619) 553-6169, POC: Tammy Lim. Two working days prior to the date of the
visit, please call to verify that the vetting form has been approved (619-553-3211.)

Day of visit: if your vetting form has been approved:
1. Proceed to NIWC Pacific, Topside, Bldg A27 (at 49275 Electron Drive, San Diego CA 92152) to receive
your temporary badge for NIWC Pacific. (see map on page 2)

2. Proceed to the Naval Base Point Loma pass office building, Bldg 174, located at the intersection of
Rosecrans Street and Strothe Road to pick up your DBIDS paper pass. (see directions on page 3 and
map on page 4)

3. Proceed to the NIWC Pacific main gate (back adjacent to Topside Bldg A27) and show the guard both
the DBIDS paper pass and the temporary NIWC Pacific badge.

To download the vetting form:
https://forms.documentservices.dla.mil/nfol/NONSN19050701.PDF

Fax completed form to (619) 553-6169 or send by encrypted email to:
W_SPSC_SSC_PAC_visitrequest_US@navy.mil
Directions to NIWC Pacific Badge Office, Bldg A27 (first stop for all, only stop for those with military IDs or CACs)

• The Industry meeting with RADM Becker will be held in Bldg A33, Room 2028
  • For parking, once you have picked up your badge, you can proceed into the main gate.
  • I’ll have some reserved parking spots for the group – across from the flag pole – at Bldg A33 – marked “NAVWAR ROUNDTABLE”.
  • The conference room is just inside Bldg A33, on the 2nd floor, room 2028
For those needing the Vetting Process:

**DRIVING DIRECTIONS TO NBPL PASS OFFICE, BLDG 174 and NIWC Pacific Main Gate:**
The maps on page 4 will be helpful in locating the NBPL Pass Office, located at the intersection of Rosecrans Street and Strothe Road.

Proceed South on Rosecrans, just before the entrance to Naval Base Point Loma you will arrive at the intersection of Strothe Road and Rosecrans. Turn left onto Strothe and right into the parking lot at Bldg 174.

After receiving your DBIDS paper pass, exit the parking lot and turn right onto Rosecrans Street. Proceed to the intersection of Talbot Street and turn left. Continue on Talbot, turn left onto Canon Street. Continue left onto Catalina Blvd. At the second stop light turn left onto Electron Drive and continue to the **NIWC Pacific Main Gate** and show both credentials to the security guard for access.

- The Industry meeting with RADM Becker will be held in Bldg A33, Room 2028
- For parking, once you have picked up your badge, you can proceed into the main gate.
- I'll have some reserved parking spots for the group – across from the flag pole – at Bldg A33 – marked “NAVWAR ROUNDTABLE”.
- The conference room is just inside bldg A33, on the 2nd floor, room 2028

NIWC Pacific Command Reception Desk: (619) 553-2717
For those needing the Vetting Process:

Directions to NBPL Pass Office, Bldg 174 (for those that have been vetted and need to pick up their DBIDS paper pass after receiving your NIWC Pacific badge at Topside).